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The Signs of God
Green sisters are environmentally active Catholic nuns working to heal the earth as
they cultivate new forms of religious culture. Inviting us into their world, Taylor
offers a firsthand understanding of the experiences of women whose lives bring
together orthodoxy and activism, and whose lifestyle provides a compelling view of
sustainable living.

Soulcraft
'The Signs of God' explores the importance of mystical consciousness at this time
of global transition. In the depths of the heart is hidden the secret purpose of
creation, which is the key to our present time of transformation. The work of the
mystic is to make this key accessible to humanity, and so open the doors of
revelation. The possibilities of the future are present but veiled, the joy of life is
waiting to return. The mystic can help us to awaken to the oneness that is
essential to life, and to recognize the signs of God that will guide us and reveal our
true purpose.

Sacred Instructions
Bells of Mindfulness
A pioneering work integrating the traditional wisdom of the Sufis with the insights
of Jungian psychology.

World as Lover, World as Self
Seeks to answer the questions: "Who are we?" and "Why are we here, on this
planet?" It is offered to those looking for something beyond the superficial values
of our culture, who may be disillusioned with religious and secular belief systems
as currently presented and who question political values which are deeply mired in
the pursuit of power.
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The Blue Sapphire of the Mind
Drawing on insights from the early Christian monastics as well as the ecological
writings of such figures as Henry David Thoreau, Aldo Leopold, Annie Dillard, and
others, Christie forges a distinctively contemplative vision of ecological spirituality
that could, he contends, serve to ground the work of ecological restoration.

The Naqshbandiyya
Beneath the illusion of separation, humanity is one family. In this timely and
timeless book, Dr. Robert Atkinson offers a deeply thoughtful narrative of
conscious evolution drawn from the continuous wisdom of the world's religions.
The Story of Our Time inspires hope as it traces love's unifying power throughout
history and in our midst. Don't be distracted by seeming setbacks; this big picture
view of human progress points to peaceful unity as our ultimate destination. How
we get there depends upon the stories we live by and the action we take.

Spiritual Ecology
""Spiritual Ecology: The Cry of the Earth" is a groundbreaking book, fostering the
emergence of the "Spiritual Ecology Movement," which recognizes the need for a
spiritual response to our present ecological crisis. Bringing together voices from
Buddhism, Sufism, Christianity, and Native American traditions, as well as from
physics, deep psychology, and other environmental disciplines, this book calls on
us to reassess our underlying attitudes and beliefs about the Earth and wake up to
our spiritual as well as physical responsibilities toward the planet. This is vital and
necessary if we are to help bring the world as a living whole back into balance. The
first edition of "Spiritual Ecology" (16,000 copies sold) drew an overwhelmingly
positive response from readers, many of whom are asking the simple question,
"What can I do?" This second expanded edition offers new chapters, including two
from younger authors who are putting the principles of spiritual ecology into
action, working with their hands as well as their hearts. It also includes a new
preface and revised chapter by Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee, that reference two major
recent events: the publication of Pope Francis's encyclical, "On Care for Our
Common Home," which brought into the mainstream the idea that "the ecological
crisis is essentially a spiritual problem"; and the 2015 Paris Climate Change
Conference, which saw representatives from nearly 200 countries come together
to address global warming, including faith leaders from many traditions. "Spiritual
Ecology" speaks with the voices of many different traditions, but with the single
note of love for the Earth and the knowing that Her cry has begun to be heard"--

Occupy Spirituality
Since 1980, depth psychologist Bill Plotkin has been guiding women and men into
the wilderness — the redrock canyons and snow-crested mountains of the
American West — but also into the wilds of the soul. He calls this work soulcraft.
There’s a great longing in all people to uncover the secrets and mysteries of our
individual lives, to find the unique gift we were born to bring to our communities,
and to experience our full membership in the more-than-human world. This journey
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to soul is a descent into layers of the self much deeper than personality, a journey
meant for each one of us, not just for the heroes and heroines of mythology. A
modern handbook for the journey, Soulcraft is not an imitation of indigenous ways,
but a contemporary nature-based approach born from wilderness experience, the
traditions of Western culture, and the cross-cultural heritage of all humanity. Filled
with stories, poems, and guidelines, Soulcraft introduces over 40 practices that
facilitate the descent to soul, including dreamwork, wilderness vision fasts, talking
across the species boundaries, council, self-designed ceremony, nature-based
shadow work, and the arts of romance, being lost, and storytelling.

Green Sisters
The feminine holds the mystery of creation. This simple and primordial truth is
often overlooked, but at this time of global crisis, which also carries the seeds of a
global transformation, we need to reawaken to the spiritual power and potential of
the feminine. Feminine qualities belong to both men and women, and they draw us
into the depths within us, into the mysteries of the soul whose wisdom is called
Sophia. Without the feminine nothing new can be born, nothing new can come into
existence—we will remain caught in the materialistic images of life that are
polluting our planet and desecrating our souls. We need to return to the core of our
being, to where the sacred comes into existence. And the mystical feminine holds
the key to this work of redemption and transformation. Over the past two decades
Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee has given different teachings on the feminine and the
anima mundi, the World Soul. They are compiled here for the first time.

Catching the Thread
Asking the question, How can we use spiritual power to help heal and transform
the planet? this visionary book contrasts spiritual and worldly power, and
introduces an esoteric tradition that needs to be reclaimed. This vital knowledge,
held in trust by spiritual masters, shows how spiritual power can work in the world,
and how each person can make a dynamic contribution to help the world evolve.
Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee takes a radical approach to the problems of our present
time, bringing spiritual activism to a whole new level of global involvement. He
suggests that only through the activation and use of real spiritual power can we
make the transition out of our present era into the future that is awaiting us: that
we need spiritual power to purify and awaken the world.

Eyes of the Wild
Spiritual Ecology
This book offers inspiring and practical guidance for reconnecting to the sacred in
everyday life and transforming our relationship with the Earth. Describing the
power of simple and daily practices such as walking, gardening, cooking with love,
and prayer, the book supports profound changes in how we think about and
respond to the ecological crisis of our times. Rooted in the mystical foundation of
the world s great spiritual traditions, with a particular connection to Sufism, these
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timeless practices remind readers of the deep connections to life, each other, and
the Earth, and invite a return of meaning to our desecrated world. As Rumi says,
there are a thousand ways to kneel and kiss the ground, and it is this sacred
ground that is calling to us, that needs our living presence, our attentiveness."

The Return of the Feminine and the World Soul
"A love of green may be a human universal. Deepening the palette of green
scholarship, Bron Taylor proves remarkably to be both an encyclopedist and a
visionary."--Jonathan Benthall, author of Returning to Religion: Why a Secular Age
is Haunted by Faith "This important book provides insight into how a profound
sense of relation to nature offers many in the modern world a vehicle for attaining
a spiritual wholeness akin to what has been historically associated with established
religion. In this sense, Dark Green Religion offers both understanding and hope for
a world struggling for meaning and purpose beyond the isolation of the material
here and now."--Stephen Kellert, Yale University School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies "In this thought-provoking volume, Bron Taylor explores the
seemingly boundless efforts by human beings to understand the nature of life and
our place in the universe. Examining in depth the ways in which influential
philosophers and naturalists have viewed this relationship, Taylor contributes to
the further development of thought in this critically important area, where our
depth of understanding will play a critical role in our survival."--Peter H. Raven,
President, Missouri Botanical Garden "Carefully researched, strongly argued,
originally conceived, and very well executed, this book is a vital contribution on a
subject of immense religious, political, and environmental importance. It's also a
great read."--Roger S. Gottlieb, author of A Greener Faith: Religious
Environmentalism and our Planet's Future "A fascinating analysis of our emotional
and spiritual relationship to nature. Whether you call it dark green religion or
something else, Bron Taylor takes us through our spiritual relationship with our
planet, its ecosystems and evolution, in an enlightened and completely
undogmatic manner."--Dr. Claude Martin, Former Director General, World Wildlife
Fund "An excellent collection of guideposts for perplexed students and scholars
about the relationships of nature religions, spirituality, animism, pantheism, deep
ecology, Gaia, and land ethics--and for the environmentalist seeking to make the
world a better place through green religion as a social force."--Fikret Berkes,
author of Sacred Ecology: Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Resource
Management "Dark Green Religion shows conclusively how nature has inspired a
growing religious movement on the planet, contesting the long reign of many older
faiths. Taylor expertly guides us through an astonishing array of thinkers, past and
present, who have embraced, in part or whole, the new religion. I was thoroughly
convinced that this movement has indeed become a major force on Earth, with
great potential consequences for our environmental ethics."--Donald Worster,
University of Kansas "In this exceptionally interesting and informative book, Bron
Taylor has harvested the fruits of years of pioneering research in what amounts to
a new field in religious studies: the study of how religious/spiritual themes show up
in the work of people concerned about nature in many diverse ways. Taylor
persuasively argues that appreciation of nature's sacred or spiritual dimension
both informs and motivates the work of individuals ranging from radical
environmentalists and surfers, to eco-tourism leaders and museum curators. I
highly recommend this book for everyone interested learning more about the
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surprising extent to which religious/spiritual influences many of those who work to
protect, to exhibit, or to represent the natural world."--Michael E. Zimmerman,
Director, Center for Humanities and the Arts, University of Colorado at Boulder

Wild Mind
The Naqshbandiyya is one of the most widespread and influential Sufi orders in the
Muslim world. Having its origins in the Great Masters tradition of Central Asia
almost a millennium ago, it played a significant role in the pre-modern history of
the Indian subcontinent and the Ottoman Empire, and is still spreading today. This
volume seeks to present a broad picture of the evolution of the ideas and
organizational forms of the Naqshbandi order throughout its history. It combines a
synthesis of the vast literature on the order with original research, and shall be an
important contribution for those interested in Sufism, Islamic history and MuslimChristian relations.

Cry of the Earth, Cry of the Poor
Darkening of the Light
Today we face an increasing number of challenges connected to our environment from climate change and extreme weather patterns to deforestation, threats to
animal species and ongoing crises in farming. Hardly a day goes by without further
alarming reports. How are we to respond - particularly if we wish to take a broader,
spiritual view of these events? Today we face an increasing number of challenges
connected to our environment - from climate change and extreme weather
patterns to deforestation, threats to animal species and ongoing crises in farming.
Hardly a day goes by without further alarming reports. How are we to respond particularly if we wish to take a broader, spiritual view of these events? In the
extracts compiled in this volume, presented here with commentary and notes by
Matthew Barton, Steiner speaks about human perception, the earth, water, plants,
animals, insects, agriculture and natural catastrophes. Spiritual Ecology offers a
wealth of original thought and spiritual insight for anyone who cares about the
future of the earth and humanity.

The Story of Our Time
As in other mystic traditions, Sufism sees the relationship between the seeker and
God as that of lover and beloved. This wise, beautiful book, written by the spiritual
successor to Irine Tweedie (Daughter of Fire), describes the inner journey that
takes the lover back to the God he refers to as "the beloved".

Ecology & Liberation
Working with Oneness brings mysticism into the center of the marketplace -- into
the world of business and technology -- and shows how we can work with it in
everyday life. Humanity has been given access to the secrets of oneness, but we
need to learn how to work with them. The dynamic energy of oneness has the
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potential to heal the planet and revolutionize life more than we can imagine, but it
requires our individual participation and awareness to become fully alive. Llewellyn
Vaughan-Lee provides a blueprint for working consciously with this energy. He
stresses the need to change from hierarchical, patriarchal power structures to
organic patterns that allow for the free flow of energy and ideas. The Internet
already provides a model for a non-hierarchical structure, and the explosive growth
of the Web shows the potency of this model. It portrays a unified network that has
the potential for global consciousness. We need to understand the dynamics of
oneness that gave birth to this model, and how it can function on all levels. On a
physical level it can enable goods to flow directly to where they are needed. On the
level of human consciousness it points to an interconnectivity of consciousness as
the next step in our development. Working with Oneness discusses a number of
additional important topics, including: the changing energy structure of the planet;
the power of individual consciousness; the danger of the desire for spiritual
security; the return of joy to everyday life; the awakening of the heart of the world;
a new understanding of magic; the use of the imagination; and mystical
participation in life with the energy of oneness. Working with Oneness shows how
to participatein life free of the patterns of the past, so that the divine can come
alive in every moment of every day.

The Bond with the Beloved
Prayer of the Heart in Christian & Sufi Mysticism guides the reader through the
stages of mystical prayer. Mystical prayer is a way to create a living relationship
with the Divine within the heart. Drawing on Christian and Sufi sources such as St.
Teresa of Avila, Attar, St. John of the Cross, and Rumi, as well as from his own
experience, Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee describes how prayer is first born of need, but
then takes one deep within the heart, into the stages of Union and Ecstasy.
Through mystical prayer, one is drawn beyond any words into the interior silence
of real communion with God. Here, in the silence within the heart, a meeting and
merging takes place that carries us beyond our self into the mystery of divine
presence, into the secret nature of love's oneness. Prayer of the Heart in Christian
and Sufi Mysticism explores the inner listening of the heart, and the secret of 'pray
without ceasing' in which we discover how prayer becomes alive within the heart.
Finally there is a chapter on the need at this time to pray for the Earth. How can
we pray for the well-being of the Earth? How can we include the Earth in our
prayers and our heart? This little book is an offering of the heart that brings
together the Christian and Sufi mystical traditions in the oneness of love to which
they belong. It will benefit any practitioner of prayer, anyone who is drawn to
discover a relationship with God within their heart.

Prayer of the Heart in Christian and Sufi Mysticism
The authentic teachings of the mystery schools offer a profoundly different way of
making sense of the universe and our place in it. In Mystery Teachings from the
Living Earth, ecologist and Druid initiate John Michael Greer offers an introduction
to the core teachings of the mysteries through the mirror of the natural world.
Using examples from nature as a touchstone, Greer takes readers on a journey into
the seven laws of the mystery traditions:the Law of Wholenessthe Law of Flowthe
Law of Balancethe Law of Limitsthe Law of Cause and Effectthe Law of Planesthe
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Law of Evolution Greer explains each law, offering meditation, an affirmation, and
a theme for reflection, to show how the seven laws can bring meaning and power
into our everyday lives. Mystery Teachings from the Living Earth reveals one of the
great secrets of the mysteries—that the laws of nature are also the laws of spirit.

Dark Green Religion
A narrative of Indigenous wisdom that provides a road map for the spirit and a
compass of compassion for humanity Drawing from ancestral knowledge, as well
as her experience as an attorney and activist, Sherri Mitchell addresses some of
the most crucial issues of our day, such as environmental protection and human
rights. Sharing the gifts she has received from elders around the world, Mitchell
urges us to decolonize our language and our stories. For those seeking change,
this book offers a set of cultural values that will preserve our collective survival for
future generations.

The Dream of the Cosmos
The shamanic understanding of animals as guides to self-knowledge and the soul
comes alive in close encounters with some of the most magnificent creatures of
the wild.

Ecology and Religion
A new beginning for the environment must start with a new spiritual outlook. In
this book, author Joanna Macy offers concrete suggestions for just that, showing
how each of us can change the attitudes that continue to threaten our
environment. Using the Buddha's teachings on Paticca Samuppada, which stresses
the interconnectedness of all things in the world and suggests that any one action
affects all things, Macy describes how decades of ignoring this principle has
resulted in a self-centeredness that has devastated the environment. Humans,
Macy implores, must acknowledge and understand their connectedness to their
world and begin to move toward a more focused effort to save it.

Island
The premise of Greening of the Self is that we are not individuals separate from the
world. Instead we are always "co-arising" or co-creating the world, and we cannot
escape the consequence of what we do to the environment. Joanna Macy's
innovative writing beautifully demonstres that by broadening our view of what
constitutes "self" we can cut through our dualistic views and bring about the
emergence of the "ecological self." Part of the Parallax Press Moments series.

At This Table
The Bells of Mindfulness is part of the Parallax Press Moments series of short
ebooks. Thich Nhat Hanh presents a dramatic vision of the future of our planet, a
call for environmental awareness, and Buddhist teachings on interconnectedness.
Ultimately, Nhat Hanh believes that engaging with the world is the key to our
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individual and collective survival. Selected from his best-selling title The World We
Have.

Active Hope
The challenges we face can be difficult even to think about. Climate change, the
depletion of oil, economic upheaval, and mass extinction together create a
planetary emergency of overwhelming proportions. Active Hope shows us how to
strengthen our capacity to face this crisis so that we can respond with unexpected
resilience and creative power. Drawing on decades of teaching an empowerment
approach known as the Work That Reconnects, the authors guide us through a
transformational process informed by mythic journeys, modern psychology,
spirituality, and holistic science. This process equips us with tools to face the mess
we’re in and play our role in the collective transition, or Great Turning, to a lifesustaining society.

Mystery Teachings from the Living Earth
Master mythologist Martin Shaw uses timeless story-wisdom to examine our
broken relationship with the world There is an old legend that says we each have a
wild, curious twin that was thrown out the window the night we were born, taking
much of our vitality with them. If there was something we were meant to do with
our few, brief years on Earth, we can be sure that the wild twin is holding the key.
In Courting the Wild Twin, Dr. Martin Shaw invites us to seek out our wild twin--a
metaphor for the part of ourselves that we generally shun or ignore to conform to
societal norms--to invite them back into our consciousness, for they have
something important to tell us. He challenges us to examine our broken
relationship with the world, to think boldly, wildly, and in new ways about
ourselves--as individuals and as a collective. Through the use of scholarship,
storytelling, and personal reflection, Shaw unpacks two ancient European fairy
tales that concern the mysterious wild twin. By reading these tales and becoming
storytellers ourselves, he suggests we can restore our agency and confront modern
challenges with purpose, courage, and creativity. Courting the Wild Twin is a
declaration of literary activism and an antidote to the shallow thinking that typifies
our age. Shaw asks us to recognize mythology as a secret weapon--a radical,
beautiful, heart-shuddering agent of deep, lasting change.

Eager to Love
A prominent scientist and scholar documents and explains the thoughts, actions,
and legacies of spiritual ecology's pioneers from ancient times to the present,
demonstrating how the movement may offer the last chance to restore a healthy
relationship between humankind and nature. • Clear, concise, and captivating
essays on well-known, as well as little-known, pioneers in spiritual ecology •
Chapter-long treatment of each individual's contributions, allowing for in-depth
coverage • An extensive resource guide, including films and websites • An
appendix listing approximately 100 pioneers in spiritual ecology

Alchemy of Light
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Drawing on insights from quantum physics, deep ecology, and the new cosmology,
they articulate a new vision of liberating action. Hathaway and Boff lay out a path
of spiritual renewal, ecological transformation, and authentic liberation.

Sufism
This is a clear and accessible approach to the spiritual tradition of Sufism, a
mystical path which uses the energy of love for inner transformation. Vaughan-Lee
gives an outline of Sufism--its basic principles, historical background, and recent
development in the West, and offers practical guidelines to help the seeker.

Laudato Si'
The Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh was asked what we need to do to save our world.
"What we most need to do," he replied, "is to hear within us the sound of the earth
crying.” Our present ecological crisis is the greatest man-made disaster this planet
has ever faced—its accelerating climate change, species depletion, pollution and
acidification of the oceans. A central but rarely addressed aspect of this crisis is
our forgetfulness of the sacred nature of creation, and how this affects our
relationship to the environment. There is a pressing need to articulate a spiritual
response to this ecological crisis. This is vital and necessary if we are to help bring
the world as a living whole back into balance.

Greening of the Self
Alchemy of Light is a groundbreaking and unique approach to spiritual life and
awakening, which reveals the real power of spiritual consciousness as an agent of
global change. It explores how our spiritual light—the light of our true Self—is part
of the spiritual light of the world, and as such is an essential catalyst to help the
world heal and transform. Delving into the inner world of archetype and drawing on
the ancient tradition of alchemy, Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee shows how to recognize
and use one's light to work with the images that define our life, to change the
collective dream from the present materialistic nightmare to one of sustainability
and global unity. He takes the reader into the archetypal primal powers underlying
life, and explores how to work with these energies for global rather than just
individual healing and transformation. Alchemy of Light is spiritual activism at its
deepest and most potent: how through our spiritual practice we can directly help
the world to evolve.

Spiritual Ecology: A Quiet Revolution
Francis of Assisi is one of the most beloved of all saints. Both traditional and
entirely revolutionary, he was a paradox. He was at once down to earth and
reaching toward heaven, grounded in the rich history of the Church while moving
toward a new understanding of the world beyond. Globally recognized as an
ecumenical teacher, Richard Rohr started out—and remains—a Franciscan friar.
The loving, inclusive life and preaching of Francis of Assisi make him a
recognizable and beloved saint across many faith traditions. He was, as Rohr
notes, “a master of ‘making room for it’ and letting go of that which was tired or
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empty.” Francis found an “alternative way” to follow Jesus, one that disregarded
power and privilege and held fast to the narrow path of the Gospel. Rohr helps us
look beyond the birdbath image of the saint to remind us of the long tradition
founded on his revolutionary, radical, and life-changing embrace of the teachings
of Jesus. Rohr draws on Scripture, insights from psychology, and literary and
artistic references, to weave together an understanding of the tradition as first
practiced by St. Francis. Rohr shows how his own innovative theology is firmly
grounded in the life and teaching of this great saint and provides a perspective on
how his alternative path to the divine can deepen and enrich our spiritual lives. The
audio edition of this book can be downloaded via Audible.

SPIRITUAL ECOLOGY
While shipwrecked on the island of Pala, Will Farnaby, a disenchanted journalist,
discovers a utopian society that has flourished for the past 120 years. Although he
at first disregards the possibility of an ideal society, as Farnaby spends time with
the people of Pala his ideas about humanity change. HarperPerennial Classics
brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest
standards in ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for
more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.

Spiritual Ecology
Named one of the Fifty Best Spiritual Books of 2013 by SPIRITUALITY & PRACTICE in
the JUSTICE category! The Occupy Wall Street movement and protest movements
around the world are evidence of a new era of intergenerational activists seeking
deeper spiritual meaning in their quest for peace and justice. This book is a call to
action for a new era of spirituality-infused activism. Authors Adam Bucko and
Matthew Fox encourage us to use our talents in service of compassion and justice
and to move beyond our broken systems--economic, political, educational, and
religious--discovering a spirituality that not only helps us to get along, but also
encourages us to reevaluate our traditions, transforming them and in the process
building a more sacred and just world. Incorporating the words of young activist
leaders culled from interviews and surveys, the book provides a framework that is
deliberately interfaith and speaks to our profound yearning for a life with spiritual
purpose and for a better world. Each chapter is construed as a dialogue between
Fox, a 72-year-old theologian, and Bucko, a 37-year-old spiritual activist and
mentor to homeless youth. As we listen in on these familiar yet profound
conversations, we learn about Fox and Bucko's own spiritual journeys and discover
a radical spirituality that is inclusive, democratic, and relevant to the world we live
in today. Table of Contents Foreword by Mona Eltahawy Foreword by Andrew
Harvey Introduction: Invitation to Occupy Your Conscience 1. Is It Time to Replace
the God of Religion with the God of Life? 2. Radical Spirituality for a Radical
Generation 3. Adam's Story 4. Matthew's Story 5. What's Your Calling? Are You
Living in Service of Compassion and Justice? 6. Spiritual Practice: Touch Life and Be
Changed by It 7. No Generation Has All the Answers: Elders and Youth Working
Together 8. Birthing New Economics, New Communities, and New Monasticism
Conclusion: Occupy Generation and the Practice of Spiritual Democracy Afterword
by Lama Surya Das From the Trade Paperback edition.
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The Tao of Liberation
OVER THE LAST decade or more we have become increasingly aware of how our
materialistic, energy-intensive civilization has been destroying the fragile balance
of the web of life that has sustained humanity and all living beings for millennia.
Yet, while spiritual teachings tell us that the events in the outer world are a
reflection of changes taking place in the inner worlds, we appear to have little
awareness of how this outer darkening is reflected within. This book, written
between 2004 and the winter of 2012, tells the story of these inner changes that
belong to our spiritual destiny and the fate of our planet. It is a witness to the
darkening of the light of the sacred, reflected in our continued ecological
destruction, and what this might mean to our shared destiny. With this darkening
comes the danger that we may lose the opportunity for the global awakening that
was possible at the beginning of the new millennium. This story of our collective
destiny, however painful, needs to be heard if we are to take responsibility for the
Earth and reclaim our sacred role as guardians of the planet.

Courting the Wild Twin
Laudato Si 'is Pope Francis' second encyclical which focuses on the theme of the
environment. In fact, the Holy Father in his encyclical urges all men and women of
good will, the rulers and all the powerful on earth to reflect deeply on the theme of
the environment and the care of our planet. This is our common home, we must
take care of it and love it - the Holy Father tells us - because its end is also ours.

Working with Oneness
From the Psalms in the Bible to the sacred rivers in Hinduism, the natural world has
been integral to the world's religions. John Grim and Mary Evelyn Tucker contend
that today's growing environmental challenges make the relationship ever more
vital. This primer explores the history of religious traditions and the environment,
illustrating how religious teachings and practices both promoted and at times
subverted sustainability. Subsequent chapters examine the emergence of religious
ecology, as views of nature changed in religious traditions and the ecological
sciences. Yet the authors argue that religion and ecology are not the province of
institutions or disciplines alone. They describe four fundamental aspects of
religious life: orienting, grounding, nurturing, and transforming. Readers then see
how these phenomena are experienced in a Native American religion, Orthodox
Christianity, Confucianism, and Hinduism. Ultimately, Grim and Tucker argue that
the engagement of religious communities is necessary if humanity is to sustain
itself and the planet. Students of environmental ethics, theology and ecology,
world religions, and environmental studies will receive a solid grounding in the
burgeoning field of religious ecology.

Spiritual Power
"Depth psychologist and wilderness guide Plotkin offers advice on recognizing and
healing inner wounds and destructive patterns of behavior, which can develop into
subpersonalities such as inner critics, victims, escapists, rescuers, and so on, with
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the goal of growing into an integrated, healthy adult- and elder-hood"--
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